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PREFACE 

In the recent years, Higher Education Commission of Pakist~n hg~ been 
stressing upon research which leaves impact on the country itself and also on 

.1 

the out side world. Although Pakistan Study Centre University of Peshawar has 

produced quite a large number of research reports (Theses/Articles/books) but 

due to non-ol~~emlnatlonl me~e enort~ nd~e not left aesirao\e Imp~d on the 
local, national as well as international environment. 

Time has come that the Centre, as an institution and Faculty members in 

their individual capacity, should come up with meaningful research and transfer 

its impact to the Pakistani society and the outside world. Though, the centre is 

confronted with the paucity of funds but we have decided not to allow financial 

crunch as hurdle in our way 

A senior Faculty member of this centre, Dr. Fakhr-ul-Islam has taken 

pains in studying reports produced by various international Think Tanks about 

Afghanistan and Pakistan. The write ups about Afghanistan are usually linked 

with Pakistan. Most of academia, policy makers and other stake holders are 

unaware of these reports due to one reason or the other. The centre has, 

therefore, decided to bring out a periodical report titled "AF-PAK Think Tank 

Review". Besides, searching such like reports on internet or other sources, Dr. 

Fakhr-ul-Islam will also review them along with brief introduction of the think 

tanks and authors. 

We are publishing these reports in good intention, for non-commercial 

purpose and benefit of researchers and academia. The centre is extremely 

grateful to the Think Tanks and authors whose reports have been included in this 

Review. 

Hopefully, all the stake holders will benefit from these write-ups 

Prof. Dr. S. Iftikhar Hussain 
Director I Patron 
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United States - Pakistan Reinvented Strategic 
Partnership: The Undeliverables 

Dr. Subhas Kapila 

The Soulh Asia Analysis Group (SAAG) is a non-profit, non-commercial think 

lank. Based in NOida(lndia), il has been providing precise, up-to-date information about 

the sfa/{} of Indian 2nd inlerna/lanal security, SAA G is derilcated to ~tren~rnenm~ , 
awareness of secuntv metiers among decision makers. strategic planners, academics, 

media and the public sector both in India and abroad. SAAG also publishes many 
reports and papers. aimed at providing decision makers and other think tanks with 

alternattve viewpoints on pressing security Issues. Recent papers include Terrorism in 

Southern Thailand - An Update, AI Qaeda & India, United States-India Summit, and 

Myanmar' ASEAN's Problem Child. Dr. Subhash Kapila is an International Relations 

and Strategic Affairs analyst. He is the Consultant, Strategic Affairs with South Asia 

Analysis Group 

Or. Subhas Kapi/a's article contains some interesting revelations but at the 

same time it suffers from typical Indian bias. He has tried his best to target 

Pakistani Army and give the impression that in the process of reaching to an 

agreement between the two countries (Pakistan and USA), Pakistani political 

leadership and parliament have been side lined. The main theme is reinvented 

Streteqic US-Pakistan strategic Partnership for which dialogue was held in 

Mnrch, 201 O.ln his introductory obsetvntions. Mr. Kapila, poses a question that if 

ttie US Chnitnuui JOint Ciucts of Staff paid 15 visits to Pakistan in 2009, then 

wilY Pakistan Army Ctiiot anef D. G lSI were summoned to Washington in 20107 

Tile outtiot is of tlio view thn! tlio Stmtegic Dialogue was aimed at (i) Pakistani 

Army is SliPPOSOC/ to ciotivot on ttie Uuitec! States strategic demands in relation to 

Afghanist()n. (ii) Neutralizing Pnkistnn Army's nucteor weapon arsenal. 

TlIO wtioie Clnalysis of Or Kill)";) is /)<150(1 on uio followino three points. 

1. TIle USA lias put torwnul il It)fJU list of strategic donuinos before Pakistan. 

Pakistan is supposcei to fulfil /IWII1 during US-NA TO forces presence in 

Afghanistan Str i1n901y enouqiv. the author discloses that one of those 

oetnenct: is to provic/c USA with a secure springboard in Pakistan for any 

US military action against Iran. TIle US also expects from Pakistani Army 

to ensure its exit from Afghanistan. As for Pakistan's response to these, 

demands is concerned. the author says that Pakistan is capable but 
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unwilling because the objectives of both the states (USA and Pakistan). 

are diverged. 

2. The author explains that s Pakistan's demands from USA are "Indian 

Centric". USA is not ready to meet these demands as she would 

endanger the "yet to mature" US-Indian Strategic Partnership. 

3. The third and last part of analysis is that the reinvented US-Pakistan 

Strategic Pettnerstiip has sent a negative message among the masses. 

The Pakistani people believe that USA is forcing Pakistan to 

fight"America's War". In response to the partnership, the militants are 

spreading terrorist attacks and suicide bombing because they think that 

Pakistan is a collusive tool against its own people. (Reviewer) 



States with Pakistan. 

The latest US-Pak episodic strategic engagement and a follow-up 

strategic denouement generated by Pakistan's double-timing of the United 

States in Afghanistan lasted from September 12, 2001 (post 9/11) to early 2010, 

In March 2010 after mutual recriminations of the last eight years, in a sudden 

deci?ion which defies strategic logic and as if by some divine revelation, the 

United States and Pakistan reinvented their strategic partnership. 

High-sounding noble motives (Global War on Terrorism) or noble appellations 

(Pakistan is a long and endurable ally of the United States) provide fig-leaf cover 

to the strategic reality that the United States as a global superpower has 

indulged in high voltage "coercive diplomacy" to coerce the Pakistan Army 

through its Chief of Army Staff, General Ashfaq Kayani to deliver on United 

States strategic demands in relation to Afghanistan or else? Or else, being the 

United States neutralizing Pakistan Army's nuclear weapons arsenal. 

Never before in the history of the Pakistan Army has been its Chief of Army Staff 

and Director General lSI summoned by the United States for discussions with its 

military hierarchy on board a US Aircraft Carrier naval vessel in the middle of the ... 

Introductory Observations 

United States and Pakistan once again repeated history in end-March' 

.' 2010 in Washington when at the US-Pak Strategic Dialogue both sides effusively 

swore that they had embarked on forging a long-lasting strategic partnership, 

Hovering above and over the promising declarations of US-Pak reinvented 

strategic fidelity was a long record of US-Pak episodic strategic engagements, 

broken pledges by Pakistan and a follow-up strategic denouement of the United 
I 

Indian Ocean If the US Chairman. Joint Chiefs of Staff. Admiral Mullen could 

visit Islamabad 15 times In the last one year for discussions with General Kayani, 

why this summons to a US Aircraft Carrier? Pakistan's strategic community 

needs to ponder over It 

Despite billions of dollars sunk by the United States in Pakistan in the last: 

eight years the present US Administration's commitment of $ 7.5 billions in the 

next five years to Pakistan is yet one more carrot from the United States to add 

respectability to Pakistan Army's collusive complicity in furthering US strategic 

aim? in the region 

It has not strategically dawned on the United States that Pakistan Army Chief, 

General Kayani would be more focused on putting into place Pakistan Army 



plans for re-establishing a Taliban regime in Kabul post -exit of US Forces from 

Afghanistan. Facilitating an orderly US exit from Afghanistan would be the last 

thing on his military mind. 

Much has been written about the stated and unpublicised 'quid-pro-quos' 

being exchanged by the United States and the "Pakistan Army Chief'. These 

inverted commas intend to highlight that Pakistan's President, Pakistan's Prime 

Minister and the National Assembly stood sidelined and realistically outside the 

loop of US-Pak commitments given in the US-Pak Strategic Dialogue (March 

2010) in Washington The focus of the United States was on the Pakistan Army 

Chief. 

Since past United States - Pakistan Army engagements and 

\

COmmitments generated regional reverberations it would be pertinent to analyse 

the commitments/ understandings/ expectations of the two sides arrived at the 

US-Pak Strategic Dialogue (March 2010). It also needs to be analysed whether 

both the United States and Pakistan can deliver on these to eradicate their 

'mutual distrust' which always pervaded their spasmodic strategic engagements 

in the last six decades. 

This paper intends to analyse the following issues: 

Pakistan Army: Capacity, Willingness and Trustworthiness to Deliver on 

United States Strategic Demands 

• United States Can it Realistically Deliver on Pakistan Army's Strategic 

Expectations? 

• Adverse Impact within Pakistan of Reinvented US-Pak Strategic 

Partnership 

Pakistan Army: Capacity, Willingness and Trustworthiness to 

Deliver on United States Strategic Demands 

More than 'capacity', ·it is the 'willingness' and 'trustworthiness', both 

singularly and plurally, which have created strategic uncertainties for the United 

States as reqards the Pakistan Army delivering on American strategic demands 

and expectations. 

In the currently reinvented US-Pak strategic partnership, the United 

States demands/ expectations from the Pakistan Army, essentially boil down to 

:he following (1) Pakistan Army deliver Osama bin Laden and Mullah Omar 

oesides the core hierarchy of AI Oaeda and Taliban to the United States (2) 
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Pakistan Army to liquidate AI Oaeda and Taliban presence form Pakistan's 

frontier regions (3) Pakistan Army should effectively insulate the Pak-Afghan 

border to prevent AI Oaeda and Taliban infiltration from Pakistani sanctuaries 

into Afghanistan to attack US Forces (4) Pakistan Army to ensure that its nuclear 

weapons/materials are not passed to Islamic Jihadi terrorists (5) US & NATO 

Forces in Afghanistan logistic arteries through Pakistan territory are secure and 

protected (6) Pakistan Army provides a secure springboard in Pakistan for any 

US military intervention against Iran. 

Implicit in the current US-Pak exercise is that the Pakistan Army when 

required would facilitate, assist and ensure a secure United States military exit 

from Afghanistan. 

Under two Pakistan Army Chiefs lionized and feted by the United States 

namely, General Musharraf and General Kayani, the record of the Pakistan Army 

in terms of deliverance on US demands/expectations has been sordid and 

dismal. A brief recount follows (1) Osama bin Laden and Mullah Omer still 

continue safely in Pak sanctuaries (2) AI Oaeda and Taliban fighters operating 

from Pak sanctuaries continue to attack US Forces in Afghanistan despite over 

100,000 Pak Army troops deployed in frontier regions (3) Pakistan nuclear 

weapons arsenal is not leak-proof as there are many Islamist sympathisers in 

the Pakistan Army, including in the higher levels, who could continue to assist I 
Islamic Jihadis ~ith nuclear weapons. 

General Musharraf for the eight years of the last US Bush Administration 

never delivered on the pledges that he made to the United States. Whenever 

pressure on him was applied intensely, General Musharraf would selectively and 

sequentially hand over AI Oaeda operatives to the United States. The point that 

needs to be made is that General Musharraf never handed over any Afghan 

Taliban hierarchy ensconced in Ouetta. 

The present lionizing of General Kayani by the United States cannot hide the 

record of General Kayani for the last two years or so in opposing United States 

demands. The following record of General Kayani's defiance of US 

demands/expectations needs to be highlighted: 

• General Kayani refused to divert Pak Army formation from the Eastern 

borders to Afghan border to assist US operations in the Af-Pak region. 
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• General Kayani refused to initiate military operations in Swat. and 

adjoining regions and even South Waziristan, until United States made 

the threats in 2009 of direct military intervention. 

• General Kayani till date has refused on various pleas the United States 

demands to initiate military operations in North Waziristan 

• In direct defiance of United States efforts to keep India - Pakistan borders 

quiet General Kayani broke the four years long ceasefire along the LOC in 

Kashmir and escalated military tensions. 

• In General Kayani's tenure for the first time US diplomats were hounded 

and harassed in Islamabad. 

• General Kayani bitterly opposed the Kerry-Lugar Bill. 

Therefore, the United States sudden decision to anoint General Kayani as 

the central focus of the newly invented US-Pak Strategic Partnership defies all 

strategic logic and analysis. If General Kayani like General Musharraf agrees to 

collude under pressure and then later double-times the United Sates, the 

portents are clear. 

Pakistan Army does' have the 'capacity' to deliver on pledges made to 

USA but it does not have the 'willingness' to do so as the Pakistan Army's 

military aims diverge from the United States. 

Coming to trustworthiness' of General Kayani to deliver on United States military 

objectives/ expectations outlined above, he in the traditional mould of former 

Pakistan Army Chiefs like General Ziaul Haq and General Musharraf and can be 

expected to 'double-time: the United States 

It is silly to read in American commentaries that since General Kayani has 

.inderqone a number of courses 111 USA. he is steeped in American culture and 

:hereafter different It IS forgotten that tile only culture that Pakistan Army 

3enerals are steeped In IS "Pakistan Army Corporate Culture". 

Jnited States: Can it Realistically Deliver on Pakistan Army's 

5trategic Expectations? 

The Pakistan Army's strategic expectations from the United States are all 

India-Centric" and more fall in the geo-political domain. This would make it 

ixtrernely difficult for the United States when it comes to deliverance. 

'he core strategic expectations of the Pakistan Army from the United States 

-ssentially boil down to the following (1) United States should prevail over India 



to make concessions to Pakistan on Kashmir (2) United States should side with 

Pakistan on its water-disputes with India (3) United States should effectively 

maintain a 'balance of power' in favour of Pakistan Army against the Indian 

threat (4) United States should deny India any political, military or economic role 

in Afghanistan. 

As far as the first two Pakistan Army strategic expectations are 

concerned, the United States is not well-placed in terms of leverages for 

'coercive diplomacy' against India and any propensity to do so would be counter 

productive for the United States as it would intensely enrage Indian public 

opinion and endanger the yet to mature US-India Strategic Partnership 

While the Pakistan Army has yet to deliver to USA on any of the strategic 

demands/ expectations made by it, the United States has already delivered to 

Pakistan Army on two of its core military concerns. 

The United States has pumped in and will likely continue to deliver more 

advanced military hardware to Pakistan Army for maintaining a 'Power-balance' 

in South Asia. 

On Pakistan Army's military obsession of having 'strategic depth' in 

Afghanistan, the United States has effectively side-lined India in Afghanistan to 

humor the Pakistan Army, notwithstanding that on both counts, the American 

image in India, particularly in relation to the US-India Strategic Partnership, 

stands severely dented. 

Adverse Impact With in Pakistan of Reinvented US-Pak Strategic 
Partnership 

The reinvented US-Pak Strategic Partnership is bound to have an 

adverse impact in Pakistan, reeling as it is under a long-standing severe wave of 

anti-Americanism. 

The adverse unpact within Pakistan has to be viewed at two levels (1) 

Adverse impact on Pakistan's civilian masses (2) Adverse impact on Pakistan 

Army rank and file, especially those from frontier regions 

The Pakistan civilian masses tend now to see merit in the arguments 

advanced by the right-wrong conservatives that Pakistan is being forced to fighl 

'America's War' and that the Pakistan Army is a collusive tool against its owr 

people. The argument further runs that it is because of this Pakistan Army's 



uIIL~;veness w;lh U~l that the Insurgents have spread terrorist attacks and 

suicide bombings to Pakistan's urban areas. 

It doesn't require much imagination to fathom the adverse impact on 

Pakistan Army's rank and file. They are being forced to kill and bombard their co 

religionists with Islam not even threatened by those killed by Pak Army. The 

adverse impact on Pakistan Army's rank and file from frontier areas can be 

expected to be more traumatic. They are witness to Pakistan Army's propensity 

for ethnic cleansing when villages in Swat, 8ajour, South Waziristan etc are 

strafed by F-16 Fighter Aircraft, Attack Helicopters and heavy artillery 

bombardments. At some stage something has to give in and that would be 

disastrous for Pakistan Army and the United States too. 

The strategic irony of tile United States spasmodic strategic engagements 

with Pakistan is that policy wise USA has fallen for the easy way of focusing on 

Pakistan Army Chiefs to deliver on US strategic objectives, lionize them in the 

process and when US strategic denouement sets in as a result of Pak Army 

duplicity, the United States impulsively discards them. In this sequential US 

strategic trend, the United States completely ignores and becomes oblivious to 

the aspirations of Pakistani people. That itself creates its own adverse dynamics 

for the United States. 



Concluding Observations 

The reinvented United States - Pakistan Strategic Partnership holds little 

promise for both sides in maturing into a long lasting and substantial relationship. 

Chiefly this arises from the harsh reality that the Pakistan Army despite having 

the capacity to deliver on US strategic objectives / expectation has never been 

willing to do so and neither faithfully. 

Strategically, it defies analysis as to what makes the United States so 

. "besotted" with the Pakistan Army which in every spasmodic engagement with 

USA has double-timed it, despite the billions of dollars of US tax-payers money I 
wasted on a jaded relationship 

Strategically, it does not make any geostrategic or geopolitical sense for I 

the United States to pursue such a course which has no impact in the regional or 

global power play and provides strategic advantages to the United States. 

Contrarily, such expedient policy formulations of the United States create 

doubts and misgivings in prospective partners of United States other strategic 

partnerships. The United States credibility in honouring 'Strategic Partnership' 

with other countries gets thrown into question. 
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Three Points of View: The United States, 
Pakistan and India 

Peter Zeihan 

Stratfor stands for Strategic Forecasting, Inc. It is an American Think Tank 

with its head quarter at Austin, Texas, USA. Founded in 1996. George Friedman 

is its founder, chief intelligence officer, and CEO of the company while Fred 

Burton is STRATFOR's Vice President for Counterterrorism and Corporate 

Security. STRA TFOR has published a daily intelligence briefing since its 

inception in 1996. Its rise to prominence occurred with the release of its Kosovo 

Crisis Center during the 1999 NA TO air-strikes over Kosovo, which led to 

publicity in Time magazine, Texas Monthly, and other major publications. Before 

the end of 1999, however, STRA TFOR had introduced a subscription service 

through which it offered the majority of its analyses At the time of the September 

11, 2001 attacks, STRA TFOR made its "breaking news" paragraphs, as well as 

some notable analyses predicting likely actions to be taken by al-Oaeda and the 

Bush administration, available freely to the public. 

STRA TFOR has some products available to the public including private 

briefings, corporate metnbersnips, a puNishing business that includes written 

and multimedia analysis and an iPhone application. Peter Zeihn is a staff 

reporter at Suunitor 

Peter Zeiluui opens Ilis discussion witll the story of telephonic-call that US 

Secretory of Stale Colin Powell nuicte 10 ttie ttieu Pakistani Military ruler General 

Mus17arClf Powcll r,Hlp lip Muslin" nf one dny after tile deadly attecks of 9/11 

2001. Tile Goncn ut !ldVO ill with 0111 wasting Clny time and Ptikisten policy 

towards TnlilJiln was roveisctt Mr Zoitui is of tile finn view ttin! Pakistan 

coniptioci not just out of tcnrs of Aniericon« but titso out of fears of US-Indian 

alignment ngalflst tiot ovet tile issue of tsunnic militancy. The US list of demands 

frorn Pakistall was uuito IOIlUtllY wtuch also includec! asking Pakistan about 

aolicing tier own tuititun!« awl foreign elements seeking stiettet there. One of the 

zonseouences of Pakistan'S assistance to USA. was the emergence of Pakistani 

Telibtu: who souql)! to wrcck tile US - Pakistan relations 

Tile significant otut of Peter Zeiuns article is tne position of India vis-a-vis 

4fghanistan. He writes ttiot India benefitted a lot from the post-9/11 situation. 



India went from a historic low in the power balance with Pakistan to a historic 

hig/7. Nevertheless, the latest developments may lead to reversal of India's 

fortunes. Indians are certainly concerned with those developments. The witer 

concludes that as COnS0(]lIfJ1lCe of US withdrawal from Afghanistan, Pakistan 

may again enter into alliance with taliban and militants can target India once 

again, (Reviewer) 

(STRATFOR Source http//enwikipedia org/wiki/Stratfor accessed on 13-5-2010) 
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In recent weeks, STRATFOR has explored how the U.S government has 

been seeing its interests in the Middle East and South Asia shift. When it comes 

down to it, the United States is interested in stability at the highest level - a sort 

of cold equilibrium among the region's major players that prevents anyone of 

them, or a coalition of them - from overpowering the others and projecting 

power outward. 

One of al Qaeda's goals when it attacked the United States in 2001 was 

bringing about exactly what the United States most wants to avoid. The group 

hoped to provoke Washington into blundering into the region, enraging 

populations living under what al Qaeda saw as Western puppet regimes to the 

extent that they would rise up and unite into a single, continent-spanning Islamic 

power The United States so blundered, but the people did not so rise. A 

transcontinental Islamic caliphate simply-was never realistic, no matter how bad 

the. U.S. provocation 

Subsequent military campaigns have since gutted al Qaeda's ability to 

plot extraregional attacks. AI Qaeda's franchises remain dangerous, but the core 

group is not particularly threatening beyond its hideouts in the Afghan-Pakistani 

border region. 

As for the region, nine years of war have left it much disrupted. When the 

United States launched its military at the region, there were three balances of 

power that kept the place stable (or at least self-contained) from the American 

point of view. All these balances are now faltering We have already addressed 

the Iran-Iraq balance of power, which was completely destroyed following the 

American Invasion in 2003. We will address the Israeli-Arab balance of power in 

the future Tills week. we shall dive into the region's third balance. one that 

closely borders what will SOOI1 be the single largest contingent of U S military 

forces overseas the Indo-Pakistani balance of power 

Pakistan and the Evolution of U.S. Strategy"in Afghanistan 

U.S. strategy in Afghanistan has changed dramatically since 2001. The 

var began in the early morning hours - Pakistan time - after the Sept. 11 

attacks. Then-U.S. Secretary of State Colin Powell called up then-Pakistani 

::>resident Gen. Pervez Musharraf to inform him that he would be assisting the 

Jnited States against al Qaeda, and if necessary, the Taliban. The key word 

here is "inform." The White House had already spoken with - and obtained 
. , 

-uy-ln from - the leaders of Russia, the United Kingdom, France, China, Israel 



and, most notably. India. Musharraf was not given a choice in the matter. It was 

made clear that if he refused assistance, the Americans would consider Pakistan 

part of the problem rather than part of the solution - all with the blessings of the 

international community. 

INDIA AND PAKISTAN 

(click here to enlarge image) 

Islamabad was terrified - and with good reason; comply or refuse, the 

demise of Pakistan was an all-too-real potential outcome. The geography of 

Pakistan is extremely hostile. It is a desert country What rain the country 

benefits from falls in tile northern Indo-Pakistani border region. where tne 

Himalayas wring moisture out of the monsoons Those rains form the five rivers 

of the Greater Indus Valley, and irrigation works from those rivers turn dry areas 

green. 

Accordingly, Pakistan is geographically and geopolitically doomed te 

perpetual struggle with poverty, instability and authoritarianism. This is because 

irrigated agriculture is far more expensive and labor-intensive than rain-fee 

agriculture. Irrigation drains the Indus' tributaries such that the river is no 

navigable above Hyderabad, near the coast - drastically raising transport cost: 

and inhibiting economic development. Reasonably well-watered mountains in thl 

northwest guarantee an ethnically distinct population in those regions (thl 
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Pashtun), a resilient people prone to resisting the political power of the Punjabis 

in the Indus Bas.in. This, combined with the overpowering Indian military, results 

in a country with remarkably few options for generating capital even as it has 

remarkably high capital demands. 

Islamabad's one means of acquiring breathing room has involved co 

opting the Pashtun population living in the mountainous northwestern periphery 

of the country. Governments before Musharraf had used Islamism to forge a 

common identity for these people, which not only included them as part of the 

Pakistani state (and so reduced their likelihood of rebellion) but also employed 

many of them as tools of foreign and military policy. Indeed, managing 

relationships with these disparate and peripheral ethnic populations allowed 

Pakistan to stabilize its own peripheral territory and to become the dominant 

outside power in Afghanistan as the Taliban (trained and equipped by Pakistan) 

took power after the Soviet withdrawal. 

Thus, the Americans were ordering the Pakistanis on Sept. 12, 2001, to 

throw out the one strategy that allowed Pakistan to function. Pakistan complied 

not just out of fears of the Americans, but also out of fears of a potentially 

devastating U S. - Indian alignment against Pakistan over the issue of Islamist 

terrorism in the wake of the Kashmiri militant attacks on the Indian parliament 

that almost led India and Pakistan to war in mid-2002. The Musharraf 

government hence complied, but only as much as it dared, given its own delicate 

position 

From the Pakistani porn: of view. things went downhill from there. 

Musharraf faced mounting 'opposition to his relationship with the Americans from 

the Pakistani public at large. from the army and intelligence staff who had forged 

-elations With the militants and. of course. from the militants themselves 

:Ja~istan's halfhearted assistance to the Americans meant militants of all stripes 

- Afghan, Pakistani, Arab and others - were able to seek succor on the 

:Jakistani side of the border, and then launch attacks against U.S forces on the. 

\fghan side of the border. The result was even more intense American political 

iressure on Pakistan to police its own militants and foreign militants seeking 

.helter there. Meanwhile, what assistance Pakistan did provide to the Americans 

ed to the rise of a new batch of homegrown militants - the Pakistani Taliban - 

vho sought to wreck the U.S.-Pakistani relationship by bringing down the 

iovernrnent in Islamabad. 



The Indian Perspective 
The period between the Soviet collapse and the rise of the Taliban - the 

1990s - saw India at a historical ebb in the power balance with Pakistan. The 
American reaction to the September 11, 2001, attacks changed all that. The U.S 

military had eliminated Pakistan's proxy government in Afghanistan, and ongoing 

American pressure was buckling the support structures that allowed Pakistan to 

function. So long as matters continued on this trajectory, New Delhi saw itself on 

track for a historically unprecedented dominance of the subcontinent. 

But the American commitment to Afghanistan is not without its limits, and 

American pressure was not sustainable. At its heart, Afghanistan is a landlocked 

knot of arid mountains without the sort of sheltered, arable geography that is 

likely to give rise to a stable - much less economically viable - state. Any 

military reality that the Americans imposed would last only so long as U.S forces 

remained in the country. 

The alternative now being pursued is the current effort at Vietnamization 

of the conflict as a means of facilitating a full U.S withdrawal. In order to keep the 

country from returning to the sort of anarchy that gave rise to al Qaeda, the 

United States needed a local power to oversee matters in Afghanistan. The only 

viable alternative - though the Americans had been berating it for years - was 

Pakistan. 

If U.S and Pakistan interests could be aligned. matters could fall into 

place rather quickly - and so they did once Islamabad realized the breadth and 

dangerous implications of Its domestic insurgency. The five-year. $7.5 billion 

U S aid package to Pakistan approved In 2009 not only helped secure the 

arrangement. It likely reflects it All unprecedented counterinsurgency and 

counterterrorism campaign conducted by the Pakistani military continues in the 

country's tribal belt Willie it has not focused on all the individuals and entities 

Washington might like. it has created real pressure on the Pakistani side of the 

border that has facilitated efforts on the Afghan side. For example, Islamabad 

has found a dramatic increase in American unmanned aerial vehicle strikes 

tolerable because at least some of those strikes are hitting Pakistani Taliban 

targets, as opposed to Afghan Taliban targets. The message is that certain rules 

cannot be broken without consequences. 

Ultimately, with long experience bleeding the Soviets in Afghanistan, the 

United States was inherently wary of becoming involved in Afghanistan. In recent 



years, it has become all too clear how distant the prospect of a stable 

Afghanistan is. A tribal-ethnic balance of power overseen by Pakistan is another 

matter entirely, however. The great irony is that such a success could make the 

region look remarkably like it did on September 10, 2001. 

This would represent a reversal of India's recent fortunes. In 10 years, 

India has gone from a historic low in the power balance with Pakistan to a 

historic high, watching U S. support for Pakistan shift to pressure on Islamabad 

to do the kinds of things (if not the precise actions) India had long clamored for. 

But now, U S. and Pakistani interests not only appear aligned again, the 

two countries appear to be laying groundwork for the incorporation of elements 

of the Taliban into the Afghan state. The Indians are concerned that with 

American underwriting, the Pakistanis not only may be about to re-emerge as a 

major check on Indian ambitions, but in a form eerily familiar to the sort of state 

militant partnership that so effectively limited Indian power in the past They are 

right. The Indians also are concerned that Pakistani promises to the Americans 

about what sort of behavior militants in Afghanistan will be allowed to engage in 

will not sufficiently limit the militants' activities - and in any event will do little to 

nothing to address the Kashmiri militant issue. Here, too, the Indians are 

probably right The Americans want to leave - and if the price of departure is 

leaving behind an emboldened Pakistan supporting a militant structure that can 

target India, the Americans seem fine with making India pay that price. 



Pakistan's Constitution 

Jashree 8ajoria 

The Council on Foreign Relations (CFR) is an independent, nonpartisan 

membership organization, think tank, end publisher. Current membership of more 

than 4,300 is divided among those living in New York, Washington, DC, and 

across the country and abroad. 

For those between the ages of thirty and thirty-six there is the Stephen M. 

Kellen Term Member Program. The Corporate Program serves an international 

membership of about two hundred leading global corporations. 

The David Rockefeller Studies Program-CFR's think tank-is composed of 

more than fifty full-time and adjunct fellows who cover the major regions and 

significant issues shaping today's international agenda The program also 

includes recipients of several one-year fellowships. 

The Studies program is organized into twelve program areas and centers that 

focus on major geographical areas of the world or significant foreign policy 

issues, including the Maurice R. Greenberg Center for Geoeconomic Studies, 

the Center for Preventive Action, and the International Institutions and Global 

Governance. 

(Source: http://www.cfr org/about accessed 20-05-2010) 

The main thrust of the article is the 18th amendment recently incorporated 

III the 1973 constitution. However, before that 8ajoria has dwelt upon 

constitutiotuu II/story of Ptikistnn Tile author is of tile view that al/ constitutions 

naopteci in Pakistan arc inituoncea by tile Government of lnciu: Act 1935. That 

act was enoctod by the III/porini power to govern their Indian colony Tile act 

provided for strong center. /JlIrenucmcy-dominated executive and discretionary 

powers for tlie hcnct of Stntt: The successive constitutions, ttietetore. imitated 

tile same 1110(/01. 

The author says ttin! the promulgation of 1956 constitution was a positive 

development as that document contained many good things but it was not 

allowed to work. With tile abrogation of 1956 constitution a new precedent of 

military takeovers, subversion of constitutions and civil-military alliance was set. 

The 1956 constitution was followed by the 1962 constitution wherein a purely 

presidentie! form of government was introduced. Here one information given by 
.\ 

the author seems to be incorrect when he claimed," ... it institutionalized the 
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intervention of military in politics by providing that for twenty years the president 

or the Defense Minister must be a person who had held a rank not lower than 

that of a Lt. General in the Army". I think no such provision was incorporated in 

the body of the 1962 constitution. 

Tracing the political history between 1962 and 1973, the author apprises 

us that the 1973 constitution was a paradigm shift. In that constitution, all powers 

were concentrated in the office of Prime minister and president became a mere 

figure head. Although, theoretically provincial autonomy was provided in the 

1973 constitution but it was not implemented by military as well as Civilian rulers. 

The authors say that Article 6 of the 1973 constitution prescribes the punishment 

of hig~? treason for ebroqeiets fsubvertors of constitution which was a guard 

against such attempts. However, this article could not stop General Ziaul Haq (r. 

1977-1988) and General Musharraf (r.1999-2008) from amending the 

constitution according to their whims and designs. 

The interesting part of the article under review is a six point agenda, 

identified by the author, which every military ruler follows after coming into 

power. The agenda is (i) co-opt civil bureaucracy (ii) Use accountability against 

politicians (iii) involve army in civil and political affairs (1 V) create a new breed 

of politicians through local government system (v) hold elections in the end for 

political legitimacy. (vi) co-opt judiciary. 

The author opines that judiciary in Pakistan has always cooperated with 

military and civilian rulers in the process of constitutional amendments. 

Nevertheless, the refusal of Justice Iftikhar and 12 other judges to approve 

amendments of General Musharaf proved to be a turning point. 

The author has conunenteii ill detail all the 9-year rule of General 

Musllar[if during whicl: 110 totuperett tile constitution enct tried to tame judiciary. 

medi,! and the civil society At the enct, the author has tnken into account the 181l 

Amendment Act 2010 awl tui: termed it o positive step. Ironically, the author has 

concluded tus article on a neqtiuve note saying that there is still a possibility of 

military take over despite passage of 18th Amendment. He says that it could be 

avoided if politiciens ednere to the rule of law and army decides to stay away of 

politics. Moreover. tile judiciary can a/so play a significant role towards that end. 

(Reviewer) 



Introduction 

Pakistan's constitution has been undermined by a pattern of military 

coups interspersed with short-lived civilian rule. Not until 1973 was a constitution 

written by a democratically elected assembly. Even following that, the document 

has been continually reshaped by coups and the wishes of powerful members of 

Pakistan's political elite. It has swung between a parliamentary form of 

democracy and one in which executive power rests with the president. In the 

latest of repeated moves to amend the document, in April 2010 Pakistan signed 

into law constitutional reforms that transferred key powers from the president to 

the prime minister and the parliament. It also provided for greater autonomy to 

the provinces and extended fundamental rights to include right to education and 

information. The changes were demanded by the Pakistani public and the 

politicians as a reversal to measures taken by former military chief and president 

Pervez Musharraf. 

Historical Context 

Experts say some of Pakistan's main constitutional principles and 

controversies still stem from colonial times. At the time of its independence ir 

August 1947, Pakistan inherited the Government of India Act of 1935 as its 

constitutional model--a framework designed by a colonial power to govern c 

colony that provided for a strong central government, a bureaucracy dominatec 

executive unanswerable to the legislature, and very limited representation witt 

continuation of feudal domination over politics. Under this act, the head of the 

state was the governor-general and legislative functions were performed by thE 

constituent assembly. which was tasked with enacting a new constitution. Thr 

governor-general had the power to appoint or dismiss ministers at his discretioi 

as well as aSSLJme emergency power. 

1956 Constitution 

The constitution of Pakistan that came into existence on March 23, 195E 

abolished the office of the governor-general and provided for power-sharin 

arrangements between the president and the prime minister. East Pakistan (no. 

the independent state of Bangladesh) and West Pakistan (known as Pakista 

since 1971) were to have equal seats in the national legislature. Whil 

parliamentary and federal in form, the constitution ensured that the presider 

retained supreme powers and the center was more powerful than the province: 
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But this constitution had a very short life. The country's first general elections 

were scheduled for February 1959, but President Iskandar Mirza, fearing a rise in 
, , 

East Pakistan's influence could undermine his hold on power, abrogated the 

constitution before the elections in 1958, establishing martial law and appointing 

army chief Ayub Khan as chief martial law administrator. This set a precedent for 

the military to assert itself into the country's political affairs. It also led to a pattern 

of takeovers, subversion of constitutional provisions, and a military-bureaucracy 

Jominated executive that superseded the elected parliament. 

1962 Constitution 

A new constitution came into effect in 1962 which failed to include 

undamental rights until the first amendment was made to it, granting the 

»cecutive power to the president and abolishing the office of the prime minister. 

zlost significantly, it institutionalized the intervention of military in politics by 

lroviding that for twenty years. the president or the defense minister must be a 

.erson who had held a rank not lower than that of lieutenant-general in the army. 

In 1969, the 1962 constitution was suspended, martial law was declared. and 

General Yahya Khan took over. After the secession of East Pakistan to form the 

new state of Bangladesh, a new constitution was brought in 1973. 

The 1973 Constitutional Framework 

The 1973 Constitution was the first constitution to be framed by elected 

representatives in Pakistan. Tayyab Mahmud. legal history expert says - 

'The doctrinally inconsistent, judicially inappropriate and politically timid 

-esponses fashioned by the courts ultimately undermined constitutional 

~overnance .. 

The 1973 constitution created a parliamentary form of democracy in which 

he executive power is concentrated in the office of the prime minister. It 

established the Pakistani president as the formal head of state, bound to act on 

he advice of the prime minister. The parliament consists of two houses--the 

rational assembly and the senate. The Constitution also provides for four 

.rovincial governments and the distribution of legislative power between the 

ederation and the provinces. Moeen Cheema, assistant professor of law and 

.olicy at Lahore University of Management Sciences, says that though the 

onstitution provided for it, provincial autonomy was never really implemented by 



the f973 constitution. He holds all military and civilian governments guilty on this 

charge. 

The new constitution included an article (6) which stated anyone who now 

abrogated or attempted or conspired to abrogate or subvert the constitution shall 

be "guilty of high treason." It was an attempt to guard against the takeover of the 

state by future military rulers. This did not stop army chief General Zia ul-Haq 

from staging a coup, proclaiming martial law in 1977, holding the constitution in 

abeyance, and putting in its place a Provisional Constitutional Order (PCO). The 

PCO not only gave the military regime the right to rule but also the right to 

amend the constitution at will. The regime used this to fashion a new 

constitutional order for the post-martial law period. In 1985, the 1973 constitution 

was revived but an eighth amendment was introduced into the constitution that 

changed its basic structure and some of its essential features. It shifted the 

executive power from the office of the prime minister to that of the president and 

under article 58(2)(b) he was also given the· right to dissolve the national 

assembly at his discretion.' 'Experts say the amendment diminished provincial 

autonomy and created a weak legislature and a docile judiciary. 

Article 58(2)(b) was used in the 1990s by the president to dismiss the 

elected governments of Prime Ministers Benazir Bhutto and Nawaz Sharif on 

charges of corruption. Sharif, when he came to power a second time in 1997, 

abolished the article and instead gave the prime minister the power to dissolve 

the national assembly When Army Chief General Pervez Musharraf deposed 

him in a coup in 1999. yet another phase of constitutional amendments began. 

Military Rulers and the Constitution 

Experts say there IS a clear pattern to the military coups and the classic 

maneuvering that follows to give these coups legitimacy and strengthen the 

powers of the military rulers. Tracing it from the first military takeover to the most 

recent one (in 1999 by Musharraf), Cheema says the army chiefs take six 

important steps. They co-opt the bureaucracy; use accountability against 

politicians; entrench the army in political and civil affairs; create a new breed of 

politicians subservient to them under the guise of local government reform; hold 

elections to create some sort of democratic legitimacy; and finally move to co-opt 

the judiciary. 
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Role of the Judiciary 

As this Backgrounder points out, Pakistan's courts and judges are cast as 

protectors of the constitution in a separation-of-powers system. In many 

circumstances, however, they have found it expedient or necessary to 

accommodate 'constitutional changes or unconstitutional maneuvers by 

Pakistan's leaders. They have done so either because they thought this was 

essential to their own survival or that of the state. 

Legal history expert Tayyab Mahmud writes in Utah Law Review that 

while the successive constitutional crises that confronted the Pakistani courts 

were not of their own making, "the doctrinally inconsistent, judicially 

inappropriate and politically timid responses fashioned by the courts ultimately 

undermined constitutional governance." The refusal of the Chief Justice and 

twelve other Supreme Court judges to sign Musharraf's decision to suspend the 

constitution and rule by decree in November 2007, for the first time, brought the 

judiciary and the executive in direct confrontation with each other. 

Musharrafs Legacy 

Musharraf's 1999 coup, declaration of emergency, and creation of a PCO 

were also validated by the Supreme Court on the basis of the doctrine of state 

necessity. The PCO barred any court from making any order against the Chief 

Executive (Musharraf) or calling into question the emergency. The Supreme 

Court gave Musharraf the authority to amend the constitution and three years to 

hold general elections. In 2002, Musharraf enqineered a controversial 

referendum which elected him as president for five years The referendum also 

put in place a legal framework order which, through article 58(2)(b), restored 

cower in the president to dissolve the national assembly at his discretion. 

\t1usharraf was reelected in October 2007 in another controversial election. The 

'ollowing month, he declared another state of emergency, suspended the 

::onstitution (which had been amended through the legal framework order), and 

x9u9ht in another PCO This time the PCO targeted the judiciary and the media. 

'The military is Pakistan's principal human rights abuser, yet Musharraf has 

:hanged the law so that it can play judge, jury, and executioner." 

Ali Dayan Hasan, Human Rights Watch) 

As per the constitutional provision, a presidential ordinance in Pakistan 

.an only be effective for four months unless it is approved by parliament or is 



reissued. Human rights activist I.A Rehman writes "the extra-constitutional 

regimes have developed a tradition of exempting ordinances issued while the 

constitution is in abeyance." Therefore, he says, the ordinances issued by 

General Musharraf between October 1999 and November 2002 are not subject 

to the lapse rule even though they never received the parliament's approval. 

These include the two ordinances that amended the basic media laws barring 

the use of any material which defames or brings into ridicule the Head of State, 

or members of the armed forces, or executive, legislative or judicial organs of the 

state. "A more draconian curb on the freedom of expression cannot be 

imagined," writes Rehman. 

Under an amendment to the 1952 Army Act, the military can now try 

civilians for a wide range of offenses previously under the country's judiciary. 

"The military is Pakistan's principal human rights abuser, yet Musharraf has 

changed the law so that it can play judge, jury, and executioner," says Ali Dayan 

Hasan, a South Asia researcher at Human Rights Watch. Another decree has 

ended the independence of the Pakistani Bar Association. Hasan sharply 

criticizes the move as politically motivated: "This is a despicable attempt to end 

political opposition by threatening the livelihoods of government critics." 

Constitutional Reforms 

In April 2010, Pakistan adopted comprehensive reforms through the 

passing of the eighteenth amendment that'restored many of the provisions of the 

197.3 constitution It limited the powers of tile president and restored power to 

tile provinces It reversed constitutional changes made by former military chief 

. and president Pervez Musharraf by transferring presidential powers to the 

parliament and tile prime nunister. Including the rights to dissolve an elected 

parliament and to appoint military chiefs Even as analysts welcomed the 

amendment's promise of devolution of powers from the center to the provinces, 

most believed distribution of revenues from natural resources between central 

government and the provinces may be challenging to implement. 

Still, the constitutional reforms may not prevent future military coups 

Washburn University's Ali Khan says, "Constitutional violations will continue to 

occur until two things happen. Political elites behave within the rule of law, and 

armed forces decide not to intervene." Here, Khan says. the answer may lie with 

a resistant judiciary that refuses to ratify a military coup, as seen with the 
'" 
emergency proclaimed by Musharraf in 2007. 



Afghanistan: a Phantom Endgame 

Paul Rogers 

openDemocracy was launched in London in May 2001, before 9/11. 

According to them, the world needed a wider and wiser debate on globalisation, 

with contributors from every country. The site won an international readership 

with its response to the attacks on New York and Washington. The authority and 

quality of open Democracy is now recognised and respected everywhere. Its first 

editor in chief was Anthony Barnett. He was succeeded by Isabel Hilton. Tony 

Curzon Price became editor in chief in 2007. openDemocracy publishes high 

quality news analysis, debates and blogs about the world and the way we govern 

ourselves. openDemocracy is not about anyone set of issues, but about 

principles and the arguments and debates about those principles. 

openDemocracy believes there is an urgent need for a global culture of views 

and argument that is: 

• Serious, thoughtful and attractively written 

• Accessible to all 

• Open to ideas and submissions from anywhere, part of a global 

human conversation that is not distorted by parochial national 

interests. 

• Original and creative, able to propose and debate solutions to the real 

problems tll(1t we all face 

Paul Rogers is professor of peace studies at Bradford University and is 

opeoDernocracy's mternational-secunty editor. 

The article IS nbout ilu: posslLJlc iosuts of ttic upcoming US-NA TO Kanda/lar 

operation to LJc laue/le<! 111 n nuiutt: ,According to him. the Kandalwr operation 

will give rise to two probtcms i e (i) As per strategy, the Afghan National Army 

will be deployed inside Kandntver city while tne sorroundings will be guarded by 

US-NA TO forces The Afg/JafJ Army may not be capable and trustworthy. The 

US will not repeat th mistake of Marjah, where it's forces had to bear the brunt of. 

fighting. (ii) The Tetiben may go underground so as to pool their resources for 

future assaults. 



Refering to "Operation Mushtarak" started in Helmand in March, 2010, 

which could not achieve desired results. Taliban have reestablished their 

authority in the area. The author quoted Sheda Muhammad Abdali, Afghan 

Dep~/ty National Security Advisor who said.· 

I "We are still waiting to see the outcome in Marjah. If you are planning for 

operations in Kandahar, you must show success in Marjah You have to be able to point 

to something. Now you don't have a good example to point to there." 

Mr. Rogers. does not agree with assumption that USA will withdraw in 2011 and 

that the Afghan Army would be able to thake charge by that deadline. He quotes Mr. 

Zahir Azimi, an official of Afghan Defense Ministry that it will take until! 2014-15 for 

Afghan faces to take controt. The writer says that repeated announcemt of withdrawal 

by Americans In 2011 is just to address the anxiety in NATO countries about 

Afghanistan. Even Taliban expect US withdrawal in the next three years 

Giving possible sequence of events, the author opines that US intends to 

maintain hogh troops level until mid-2011 followed by substancial troops reduction in 

2011-12. In the 2012 US presidential elections, President Obama will start troops 

withdrawal aimimg at pol.itical scoring. The writer predicts that the US withdrawl from 

Afghanistan may lead to reactivism of AI-Quaida. It wil! not only affect secrity of 

Afghanistan and Pakistan but the interests of India will receive a dint. India has invested 

in Afghanista in terms of projects and imparting training to Afghan law-enforcing 

agencies. 

As far as the prevailing influence of the warring parties is concerned, the author 

has quoted a report submitted by Pentaon to the US congress The report discloses 

that out of 121 cistucts. T;IIIIJilll tinve suppoit ill 92 districts where as tile tnituence of 

Kcl/zalls shrinl\lllg ciny III unc! Cl:ly out 

In lus conciudnu; O/JSC/V,lIIOIlS. ttie wniet says tlwt Taliball vnl! t epeet ttie« 

Mi.lljah su eteo» III K'lll<inh'lI as wet! After IlIitlOI tesisuuice. they WIll conserve their 

energy fOI an apPloplI<Jle 0PPOIIUlllly Allolflr concludIng iemet« is tllelt if the 7 year war 

in Iraq has resulted into inc, csed iuttuence of Iran there. US withdrawal from 

Afghanstan will lead to ienowea Pkisten-becked Taliban influence in that country, Both 

Washington and Delhi may not like ttie! outcome but the situation is going towards that 

end. (Reviewer) 
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The first months of 2010 have seen a large-scale military campaign by 

thousands of United States and Afghan forces to take control of the Taliban 

dominated district around Marjah in the centre of Helmand province in southern 

Afghanistan, backed by efforts to persuade the local population to support the 

government and oppose Taliban influence (see "The Afghan whirlwind", zs" 
February, 2010). 

This operation has been a prelude to a much larger plan to win control of 

the key city of Kandahar, to the east of Helmand, long seen as the base for the 

whole Taliban movement. The city represents a very different challenge to the 

rural environment of central Helmand, and will continue for several months. 

The operation may officially start in June 2010, though in one sense it has 

already begun. In recent weeks, US special-operations forces have been 

mounting raids to kill and detain suspected Taliban paramilitaries, with the aim of 

substantially weakening the movement in advance of the main attacks and 

preparing the ground for the later conventional campaign When the core 

operation gets underway, it is likely to feature a deployment of Afghan troops 

inside the city and American troops in the surrounding districts (see Thom 

Shanker, Helene Cooper & Richard A Oppel Jr. "Elite U,S Units Step Up Effort 

in Afghan City Before Attack", New York Times, 25 April 2010). 

The special-forces raids have been accompanied by a large increase in 

:he number of roadblocks and checkpoints across Kandahar, which provoke 

stronq opposition from local residents. This in itself is bad news for the 

~merican-Ied campaign for the city, but more broadly the prospective siege of 

<andahar faces two problems 

\fter the campaign 

The first problem relates to the possible use of Afghan national army 

ANA) troops inside Kandahar. From the viewpoint of the United States military it 

nakes eminent sense to avoid deploying US troops within the heart of the city 

or any length of time, given the local population's deep opposition to their 

iresence. But there are severe doubts over the combat abilities and commitment 

If the Afghan troops, and in any event the fact that many of them come from 

,ther parts of Afghanistan could make them seem as almost as much foreign 

ccupiers as their American patrons. The overall outcome, suggested too by the 

xperience of earlier "joint operations" around Marjah, suggests that US troops 

lill end up bearing the brunt of the fighting. 



The second problem is that even were the coalition troops to establish 

con~rol of Kandahar (or appear to), multiple precedent indicates that the Taliban 

and its allies merely go to ground and marshal their resources for a renewed 

. assault. In Marjah, for example, Taliban supporters tend to be so 

indistinguishable from the population of the area that they have been able to 

claim compensation for deaths, injuries and damage to property from the US 

marines - which could then be used to acquire weapons and munitions (see "The 

AfPak war: failures of success", 8 April 2010). 

Indeed, the Marjah operation - Operation Moshtarak - was largely 

concluded by the beginning of March 2010, but the clear indications now are that 

Taliban militants have already re-established their authority in the area. 

Afghanistan's deputy national-security adviser, Shaida Mohammad Abdali, tacitly 

admits the situation and its implications for the next campaign: 

"We are still waiting to see the outcome in Marjah. If you are planning for 

operations in Kandahar. you must show success in Marjah. You have to be able 

to point to something. Now you don't have a good example to point to there." 

Homeward bound 

The Kandahar operation may well last until the autumn and winter of 

2010, a major urban t~st that will do much to determine the future of the entire 

U.S and coalition presence in Afghanistan. This' is because the broader 

importance of Kandahar is political as much as military, for the forthcoming 

assault is taking place at a time when the political context of NATO/International 

Security Assistance Force (ISAF) operations in the country is moving towards a 

crucial point. 

This emerged at a meeting of the twenty-eight NATO partners in Tallinn, 

Estonia, on 23fd April. 2010 (see Robert Burns, "Clinton and NATO plan West's 

Afghan exit". AssociC1tecl Press. 24"1 April. 2010). The summit confirmed the 

intention to progressively transfer responsibility for security to Afgllan forces by 

mid-2011. There may even be efforts to hand over security of one or two 

provinces to Afghan forces by the time of the next major NATO meeting in 

Lisbon in November 2010 Such a move would initially be largely symbolic, but 

the planned withdrawal of Dutch and Canadian contingents from ISAF over the 

next year or so would emphasise the importance of the longer-term transition 

that it was part of. 
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Indeed, NATO strategists are clear about their aim of securing a major 

withdrawal as soon as possible. The pervasive Taliban and militia influence in 

much of Afghanistan casts doubt on how feasible this is; Zahir Azimi of 

Afghanistan's defence ministry says that it will take until 2014-15 for Afghan 

forces to take control of security across the country. What is clear, however, is 

that there is political momentum behind a timetable for withdrawal, not least in 

the United States - sufficient perhaps to override anxiety among some of NATO's 

European members over the Afghanistan predicament. 

The Barack Obama administration, amid a sharpening of focus around 

domestic policy, appears intent on maintaining the current schedules for 

withdrawal both in Iraq and Afghanistan. In Iraq, the aim seems to be to have 

fewer than 20,000 troops in the country by mid-2011 - irrespective of persistent 

problems of political instability and general insecurity (see Peter Baker & Rod 

Nordland, "Obama Sticks to a Deadline in Iraq", New York Times, 2ih April 

2010). In Afghanistan, the intention is to complete the current snrqe and maintain 

high troop levels until around mid-2011, then start making substantial troop 

reductions by winter 2011-12. 

By early 2012, as the presidential-election campaign begins to intensify, 

Obama will thus be able to point to a substantial disengagement from Iraq and a 

progressive withdrawal from Afghanistan. It is possible that by then U.S interests 

will have been hit in further al-Qaida attacks - perhaps even leading to 

interventions in Yemen and Somalia; but the key political factor will be the impact 

of the withdrawal timetable on security in Afghanistan (and across the border in 

Pakistan). 

The waiting game 

Washington's main consideration about the future of Afghanistan may 

thus be political (and electoral), but political calculations can have military 

consequences Taliban strategists, for their part, can now anticipate that most 

foreign troops will leave Afghanistan within three years - a short time by their 

standards. 

Moreover, this is at a time when even the US defence department 

acknowledges that the movement is getting stronger. A Pentagon report to 

Congress - details of which were released on 29 April 2010 - concludes that 

there is support or at least sympathy for the insurgency in ninety-two out of the 

121 districts considered key to U.S interests, with popular support for the Karzai 

regime limited to twenty-nine districts (see Julian E Barnes, "Afghan Taliban 

getting stronger, Pentagon says", Los Angeles Times, 29th April 2010). 
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The Los Angeles Times's cites the report's frank assessment of the Taliban 

challenge: 

"[Its] abilities are expanding and its operations are increasing in 

sophistication, despite recent major offensives by U. S forces in the militants' 

heartland. The report ... portrays an insurgency with deep roots and broad reach, 

able to withstand repeated U S onslaughts and to re-establish its influence, while 

discrediting and undermining the country's western-backed government." 

In such circumstances there is little point in the Taliban negotiating - but 

also little point in fighting too hard. In fact the right thing to do from the 

movement's standpoint is to avoid most conflict with ISAF troops, and remain 

ready to 'escalate their efforts and influence when the time comes. For that 

reason alone, there may actually be very little fighting in Kandahar later in 2010, 

after the initial spurt of combat. This might in turri fuel a politically convenient 
, , 

presumption of success in Washington that makes the military withdrawal even 

more palatable; but the realities on the ground would favour a later resurgence of 

Taliban power (see "Afghanistan: victory talk, regional tide", 25th March 2010). 

The fruits of war 
The most immediate political consequence of the current military 

repositioning may relate less to Afghanistan itself than to India. New Delhi has 

invested heavily in efforts to expand its influence in Afghanistan: it has delivered 

around $1 billion in aid, many development programmes, and even training of 

the Afghan military ("iee Kanchan Lakshman, "India in Afghanistan: a presence 

under 'pressure", 11 th July 2008). All this is anathema to India's key rival 

Pakistan, which otherwise sees the prospect of a U.S withdrawal and a 

subsequent Taliban recovery as its opportunity to establish control in 

Islamabad's "backyard". Thus while the Pakistani army is combating militias in 

northwest Pakistan, including Pakistani elements of the Taliban, Pakistan's 

powerful Inter-Services Intelligence (lSI) and other agencies will be increasing 

their links with the Afghan Taliban. 

The realities of blowback are evident here, as they are in Iraq where 

seven years of war in Iraq have resulted in increased Iranian influence (see "A 

tale of three cities: Washington, Baghdad, Tehran", 22nd April 2010). A decade 

and more of war in Afghanistan may now end with renewed, Pakistan-backed 

Taliban influence in the country. This is hardly what Washington - or New Delhi - 

wants to see happen. But the combination of an unwinnable war and an 

American electoral timetable creates its own inexorable force. 


